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The following questions are to be answered using a 5 point scale, where "1" 
and "5" will be defined and "3" always stands for the midpoint. For example, 
if a course is slightly below the midpoint in a given aspect, mark "2" for 
that item. Only one response is allowed for each question.
                               RATING SCALE 1= Defined extreme
                                             2=
                                             3= Midpoint
                                             4=
                                             5= Defined extreme 

Question Mean StDevP Count 1 2 3 4 5 
N01. Do you feel that the TA chose material that was valuable and appropriate?
          1 = inappropriate, e.g., too difficult, too easy
          5 = just right

4.41 0.85 29 0 1 4 6 18

N02. How well was the TA's presentation of material organized?
          1 = congested; disorganized
          5 = clear; concise

4.55 0.67 29 0 0 3 7 19

N03. Was there ample opportunity to ask questions in sections?
          1 = no opportunity
          5 = ample chance

4.59 0.67 29 0 0 3 6 20

N04. Was the TA willing to provide help for the students who needed it?
          1 = seemed unwilling to help
          5 = seemed interested in being helpful

4.62 0.71 29 0 0 4 3 22

N05. Was the TA able to explain difficult material clearly and concisely?
          1 = not at all
          5 = extremely well

4.48 0.67 29 0 0 3 9 17

N06. How much did you learn from the discussion sections?
          1 = nothing
          5 = a great deal

4.21 1.02 29 0 2 7 3 17

N07. Did the TA hold regular office hours and make accommodations for those students 
who could not come at the scheduled times?
          1 = missed office hours regularly and was not accommodating to 
              students with conflicts
          5 = held regular office hours and was accommodating to students with 
              time conflicts

4.48 0.80 25 0 0 5 3 17

N08. The TA deserves an overall rating of:
          1 = a very poor TA
          5 = an excellent TA

4.68 0.60 28 0 0 2 5 21
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C01. What do you feel was the most valued part of the sections?

 6035. The handouts she provided on the course material 

 26765. The course material

 38035. The in class activities

 43858. Review before exams was helpful.

 1146. The review sessions she would host and the intensive practice problems 

 28728. Being able to ask questions for clarification.

 1227. Very easy to follow

 156. Summarized all the material for the lectures in a holistic manner that appealed to the bigger picture and further understanding 

 42414. following along with the problems

 4322. her communication with various problems

 
7797. Going over sample problems was incredibly helpful. I do not always do the homework listed on the website so it is nice to go over it in
section and have that allotted time block for it. Also the review during the last section, while I had to leave early, was really comprehensive. I
never needed to go to office hours because she did such a great job explaining the material during section. After section I definitely had a
better handle on the material and I was way more confident about my ability to do well in this course.

 37153. The overview of the week's material before going into the practice questions

 176. She really told us everything we needed to know in a straight forward and consecutive way. This was the only time I understood what was
happening at each step of the problem at had. What she wrote on the board was always clear as well. 

 19855. Gives great overall reviews, very helpful and willing to go above and beyond. 

 26860. Solid explanations and recap of the lecture

 35749. The discussion sections were led in very orderly manner, reviewing the material covered in lecture first and then diving into practice
problems. This provided a clearer understanding of the material and helped prepare for exams. 
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C02. What do you feel is the least valued part of the sections?

 6035. Sometimes the length of sections felt too long for what was being covered

 26765. Student participation

 38035. none

 43858. Some topics that did not really show up on exams or later in the class. 

 1146. N/A

 28728. The other people asking questions that confused me.

 1227. NA

 42414. attending

 4322. time constraint

 7797. Everything in section is worthwhile. 

 37153. N/A

 176. Sometimes it was a little rushed so we didn't get to sk a ton of questions. But the TA would stay after 
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C03. What improvements (if any) should be made to the sections?

 6035. NA

 26765. The instructor could speak more slowly.

 38035. none

 43858. Better time options. 

 28728. None.

 1227. NA

 4322. nothing really

 7797. None!

 37153. This section was honestly so helpful. I learned/understood more from one section than from two class periods. 

 176. She was great! lecture needs help. 
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C04. General critique

 6035. NA

 26765. Excellent.

 38035. very sweet instructor!

 5999. Going over material from class in the beginning of section was good along with practice questions at the end

 28728. Everything in section was useful.

 1227. So helpful!! Especially for office hours

 156. Christina is very helpful and willing to take the time to explain difficult material in a coherent manner

 4322. she is a great TA

 35749. The discussion sections helped me solidify my understanding of the course content. The TA was really good at explaining challenging
concepts and was responsible about her duties as a teacher in general 
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